
 

 
Press release  
 
Italgas and GRDF strengthen their partnership collaboration in the gas 
distribution sector 
Paris, 28 June 2019 - Paolo Gallo, Italgas CEO and Edouard Sauvage, GRDF CEO, have 

signed today a Memorandum of Undestanding (Mou) to strengthen their partnership for the 

development of joint activities and the exchange of knowledge and experience in network 

management. 

 

The agreement was signed at the opening of the 2nd France-Italy Energy Forum currently 

taking place at the Italian Embassy in France which brought together energy experts from both 
countries under the theme of carbon neutrality.  

 

GRDF and Italgas, leaders respectively in France and Italy in the natural gas distribution sector 

and among the main players in Europe. Together provide the service to about 19 million 

consumers and manage over 270,000 kilometres of networks.  

 

The cooperation between the two companies will be based on an intense activity of knowledge 

sharing of solutions and methods applied to the natural gas distribution sector with particular 
reference to the following areas: 

 

• Network development, digitisation and smart metering 

• Gas distribution network safety 

• Grid connection process and regulation 

• Development of biogas 

• Research & Development & Innovations, such Power-to-Gas technologies and 

Hydrogen injection into the grid 

• Development of natural/renewable gas sustainable mobility. 

 

The sharing of experiences will be developed in many forms including the organization of 

bilateral consultations, technical workshops and learning experience missions, also using the 

Digital Factory Italgas, which will lead to the exchange of technical staff and middle managers 

in order to promote the direct learning of solutions and methods applied in the management 
of their distribution systems. 

  



Paolo Gallo, Italgas CEO, said:  

“This agreement paves the way for important growth prospects for our sector, which has a key 

role to play in the process of decarbonising the economy. Together we will encourage the 

development of technologies to transform the way we manage our networks, making our work 

more efficient and improving the quality and safety of the service we provide to our 

communities. Italgas and GRDF further strengthen their leadership in Europe, becoming more 

and more a point of reference for the sector and for the many countries that more recently 

began to develop gas infrastructures and that look to us to borrow cutting-edge technologies”. 

 

 

Edouard Sauvage, GRDF CEO, underlined : 

“The development of renewable gas is a real challenge for the energy transition. GRDF 

believes in the strength of partnerships. This agreement, signed between two gas distribution 

European leaders such as Italgas and GRDF will enable us to work towards innovative 

solutions, particularly in the field of renewable natural gas development, the circular economy 

and innovation.“ 

 

 

 

About Italgas 

Italgas is the leading natural gas distribution operator in Italy and the third in Europe. With 4,000 employees, it 
manages a distribution network that covers approximately 70,000 km. Last year Italgas distributed round 9 billion 
cubic metres of gas to 7.6 million customers. Since November 2016, the Company is listed in the FTSE MIB index of 
the Italian stock exchange. 

 

About GRDF 

GRDF is the leading manager of natural gas distribution networks in France, GRDF distributes natural gas each day 
to more than 11 million customers to ensure that they have gas when they need it, regardless of their supplier. This 
convenient, affordable, comfortable, and modern source of energy enables people to heat their homes, cook, and get 
around. To provide this public service, GRDF builds, operates, and maintains the largest transmission network in 
Europe (200,715 km) and develops it in more than 9,500 municipalities while ensuring the safety of people and 
property, as well as high-quality distribution. 
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